Supply Chain Analysis
Reduce costs, improve service levels

locate
suppliers

Successful businesses are founded on solid organisation,
meaning that a reliable supply chain is paramount.
Not only do you need to source products and services at
the best price, but you need to ensure they are delivered
where you need them, when you need them.
Our mapping solutions provide you with an in-depth
understanding of your supply chain and delivery locations,
highlighting any issues as soon as they arise. We help you
to make more informed business decisions by ensuring you
know your supply chain inside-out.
Fig 1: Map potential supplier distributions

identify
problems

Not only can we map your suppliers’ locations,
giving you an effective overall picture of the supply
chain and delivery processes, but our maps can be
tailored to give you further insights into any cost or
risk issues, so you can determine how they might be
avoided.
We can map suppliers by high and low spend, so
you can immediately see how your budget is spread
geographically.
We can map suppliers by best and worst
performance, showing you exactly where your
supply chain is at risk of breaking down, allowing
you to focus on taking remedial action.
You simply tell us what focus you would like your
map to have and we will tailor it to your business
needs. Seeing all of your suppliers mapped
accordingly can help identify any potential supply
issues and address these problems as early as
possible, before they impact upon your business.

Fig 2: Suppliers mapped according to overall spend
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Supply Chain Analysis
Reduce costs, improve service levels

example
solutions

Our mapping solutions can be adapted to a variety of supply chain issues, here are just a few examples
of how you can benefit from supplier mapping.
1. Identify where performance is poor, earmarking clusters of inefficient suppliers and organise site
visits to address and improve service.
2. Map spend geographically to pinpoint where spend is greatest, allowing you to dedicate
resources in areas of highest importance.
3. Locate struggling suppliers, allowing you to identify potential replacements or contingency
suppliers to ensure a consistently reliable service.

improved
supply chain

Once all Postcode information and supplier data is
collected, you decide how to use it and what you
need to know.
By telling us the issue you would like to identify in
your supply chain, whether that is late deliveries or
most expensive suppliers for example, we can use
our mapping expertise to help you trace the problem
back to its root.
We know you can’t manage what you can’t measure.
That’s why our maps bring visual clarity to the issues
which need resolving, helping you to make sure your
supply chain is providing you with the service you
need when you need it.

how we can
help

We specialise in data analysis and mapping services
that take the time-consuming and resource-hungry
reporting away and allow you to focus on how to use
the business intelligence and implement the
appropriate strategies.
Whatever your line of business, our mapping and
reporting services turn your data into intelligence.
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Fig 3: Identifying troubled suppliers (red triangles) and potential replacements (silver stars)
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